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In 1946, major league baseball was a game played by
sixteen teams divided into two leagues. In those simpler days, there were no teams any farther west than the
Mississippi. But changes were on the horizon, for both
baseball, and the country. When The Boys Came Back:
Baseball and 1946, by Frederick Turner, investigates and
recreates the 1946 season. In doing so, Turner provides
us with insights into some of the factors which would
have profound influence on the future of baseball.

itary and were pressed into duty on the ball-field during
the war.

There were many instances of courage in the comebacks, and the degree of success varies. Warren Spahn
returned from the experience of a combat infantryman to
achieve immortality of the mound. Another left handed
pitcher, Lou Brissie, a veteran of the Battle of the Bulge,
would struggle to overcome a damaged leg. His measure
of greatness rests in the fact that he managed to overThe book is divided into three distinct and logical come his wound, and with the aid of a brace, pitch again
parts, “Spring Training,” “The Race,” and “The World Se- as a member of Connie Mack’s Philadelphia Athletics.
ries.”
Bert Shepherd crashed landed his damaged P-38 in
Spring Training is a time of hope, of renewal. Even Germany, where German surgeons had to amputate his
the worst of teams could find reason for optimism. The badly injured foot. He was unsuccessful in his attempt
1946 season was especially one. World War II was over. at a comeback in Washington. Phil Marchildon, another
The nation eagerly anticipated a return to normalcy, and of Connie Mack’s pitchers, enjoyed a measure of success
so did baseball. The sorry spectacle that had passed for on the mound following his release from a German POW
major league baseball during the war would soon be re- camp. The stories of individual struggles from the batplaced with the genuine article when the “real” ballplay- tlefield to the ball-field alone could provide the basis for
a book. This reviewer was left with the feeling that the
ers traded their military garb for baseball uniforms.
author might have easily and profitably focused on this
Euphoria would be tempered with reality however, aspect of the year 1946.
both in the country itself and in the baseball community.
Post-war America would experience profound changes,
The returning GI expected a better life, and the ball
as would post-war baseball. Turner describes these player was no different. Both issues, such as the guaranchanges, portraying sport as a mirror of the larger so- tee of one’s job being there upon return made the owners
ciety. What was occurring in baseball had been happen- nervous. Tony Lupien incurred the wrath of the Phillies
ing or would happen in the community at large. For ex- when he invoked the provisions of the GI Bill to protest
ample, Jackie Robinson was playing in Montreal in, the his being sold to a minor league team. Other players reDodger’s Triple A team. Soon the major leagues would sented the arbitrary manner in which their salaries were
be integrated, followed by the military, and ultimately determined. The author recognizes the first crack in the
the entire nation. There were approximately five hun- heretofore solid wall of the reserve clause appeared durdred major leaguers who served in uniform in World War ing this period.
II. Remarkably, only two were killed. Some of the returnThe sharpest blow came from south of the border and
ing veterans saw their skills erode from disuse, whereas
the
Mexican League’s organizer, Jorge Pasquel. Turner
others honed their skills by playing ball while in the serrelates
this often forgotten challenge to the magnates and
vice. They would replace the majority of the players who,
their
reaction
to that challenge. (Mike Weingardner, in
for a variety of reasons, were not able to serve in the mil1

